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Background: Interleukin-37 is a novel cytokine emerging as a natural suppressor of

inflammatory responses. Inflammation and the immune response play important roles in

acute ischemic stroke. This study aimed at evaluating the plasma levels and the association

with 3-month outcomes of interleukin-37 in acute ischemic stroke patients.

Patients and Methods: In total, 152 consecutive patients with acute ischemic stroke and 45

healthy controls were included. Plasma interleukin-37 levels were determined in the first morning

after admission using an enzyme-linked immunesorbent assay. The primary outcome was the

3-month functional outcome (modified Rankin Scale score >2). Logistic regression was used to

evaluate the risk and 3-month outcome of stroke according to plasma interleukin-37 level.

Results: Plasma interleukin-37 levels were significantly higher in the patients with acute

ischaemic stroke than in the healthy controls (182.26 versus 97.89 pg/mL, p<0.001). Patients

with large-artery atherosclerosis had significantly higher IL-37 levels than those with small-

artery occlusion (202.12±35.82 versus 175.67±33.71pg/mL, p<0.001). Plasma interleukin-37

levels were positively correlated with National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale scores

(r=0.521, p<0.0001) and lesion volume (r=0.442, p<0.0001). Ninety-four and 58 patients

had favourable and unfavourable 3-month outcomes, respectively. Elevated plasma inter-

leukin-37 levels were independently associated with unfavourable 3-month outcomes

(adjusted odds ratio=1.033, p=0.001, 95% confidence interval: 1.015–1.056).

Conclusion: Admission plasma interleukin-37 levels were significantly increased after

acute ischemic stroke. Elevated interleukin-37 levels were independently associated with

unfavourable 3-month prognoses in acute ischemic stroke patients. Further studies with other

populations are needed.
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Introduction
Stroke is the second leading cause of death in the world and the leading cause of

death and disability in China.1–3 There are 2.4 million new stroke cases each year,

approximately 70% of who have experienced various types of ischemic stroke in

China.1 Meanwhile, in American, about 795,000 people experience a new or

recurrent stroke each year and 87% are ischemic.4 Deaths from stroke increased

from 5.29 million (5.22–5.40) to 6.17 million (6.04–6.33) between 2007 and 2017

globally.5 Rapidly effective measurable biomarkers to indicate disease development

and prognosis are crucial for the optimization of care and the allocation of health-

care resources.
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It is well accepted that immunity and inflammation

play critical roles in the pathogenesis of stroke and are

implicated in the primary and secondary progression of

ischemic lesions, as well as in the recovery, and overall

outcome after a stroke.6–10 The brain responds to ischemic

injury with an acute and prolonged inflammation process

triggered by both resident and peripheral innate

immunity,10 and characterized by rapid activation of resi-

dent cells, production of pro-inflammatory mediators and

infiltration of different types of inflammatory cells in the

ischemic area of the brain. New biomarkers in immune

reaction might be of great value in predicting the prog-

nosis of acute ischemic stroke (AIS).

Interleukin (IL)-37 is a newly identified member of

the IL-1 family. It has emerged as a natural suppressor

of innate inflammation and adaptive immune

responses11,12 and is expressed at low concentrations in

peripheral blood mononuclear cells, mainly monocytes,

and dendritic cells. IL-37 is up regulated in the inflam-

matory context in an inducible manner13–15 and inhibits

the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-

1β, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) in per-

ipheral blood monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells,

and epithelial cells.13

Accumulating evidence from animal and clinical

studies has confirmed that IL-37 participates in

atherosclerotic disease. IL-37 has been shown to amelio-

rate myocardial ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) in mouse

models.16 IL-37 has also been shown to reduce the inflam-

matory response after cerebral ischemia and reperfusion

injury by down-regulating pro-inflammatory microglia-

macrophages and cytokines and up-regulating expression

of anti-inflammatory cytokines in mice.17,18 Furthermore,

Zhang SR and Zafar A found that IL-37 increases in

patients after ischemic stroke respectively17,19 and the

plasma levels of IL-37 were found to be significantly

elevated in patients with acute coronary syndrome

(ACS),20 and the increased IL-37 concentration was asso-

ciated with a worse clinical in-hospital outcome in ST-

segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) patients

undergoing primary percutaneous coronary interventions

(PPCI).21

The expression and function of IL-37 in patients with

AIS has few been well demonstrated. The goal of this

study was to estimate the plasma levels of IL-37 in AIS

patients and investigate the association between IL-37

levels and 3-month functional outcomes of AIS.

Patients and Methods
Study Population
From November 2017 to August 2018, a total of 223

consecutive patients with first-ever AIS were identified in

the Department of Neurology, Jinan Central Hospital

affiliated to Shandong University. All the patients were

first admitted to our Stroke Center within 24 hours from

symptoms onset, followed by confirmation with magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI). The inclusion criteria were

based on the clinical history, neurological symptoms and

MRI according to the criteria of the World Health

Organization. The exclusion criteria consisted of transient

ischemic stroke, intracranial hemorrhage, aneurysmal sub-

arachnoid hemorrhage, venous sinus thrombosis, a recent

history of surgery or myocardial infarction during the past

3 months, vascular malformation, malignant tumor, severe

liver or kidney failure, and systemic inflammatory and

autoimmune diseases. Among these patients, 62 patients

were excluded, and 161patients were finally included in

the present study. Meanwhile, 136 healthy subjects from

the Physical Examination Centre in our hospital were

collected, and after matching for age and sex, 45 were

included as healthy controls. All participants or their rela-

tives (patients unable to communicate) were informed of

the study protocol and signed the consent form in accor-

dance with the Helsinki declaration. The local ethics com-

mittee of the Jinan Central Hospital affiliated to Shandong

University approved this study.

Demographic Characteristics and

Neuroimaging
The participants’ demographic characteristics (including age,

sex and body mass index (BMI)) and history of risk factors

were obtained at admission. The common risk factors for

AIS include hypertension, diabetes mellitus, coronary heart

disease, atrial fibrillation, cigarette smoking, alcohol con-

sumption, a family history of AIS, high systolic blood pres-

sure (SBP) (≥140mmHg) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP)

(≥90mmHg). Clinical severity was assessed at admission

using the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale

(NIHSS) score.22 The patients with AIS were aetiologically

classified into 5 subtypes: large-artery atherosclerosis

(LAA), small-vessel occlusion (SVO), cardio-embolism

(CE), other cause and stroke of undetermined aetiology (U)

according to the Trial of Org 10,172 in the Acute Stroke

Treatment (TOAST) system.23 The clinical stroke syndrome

was categorized using the classification criteria of the
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Oxfordshire Community Stroke Project (OCSP) as follows:

total anterior circulation infarct (TACI), partial anterior cir-

culation infarct (PACI), posterior circulation infarct (POCI),

lacunar infarct (LACI), and uncertain.24 The infarct volume

was calculated using the formula: 0.5×a×b×c.25 In detail, “a”

represents the largest cross-sectional diameter, “b” represents

a second diameter drawn at right angles to the first, and “c”

represents the height of the ellipsoid (5-mm slices containing

the infarct were use in the present study). The clinical syn-

dromes and lesion volumes were confirmed by Prof. Yan-xin

Zhao, who was blinded to the clinical and laboratory results.

End-Point and Follow-Up
The primary end-point was the functional outcome at

3 months from the baseline, which was assessed by the

modified Rankin Scale (mRS).26 A favourable functional

outcome was defined as a mRS score of 0 to 2 points,

whereas an unfavourable outcome was defined as a mRS

score of >2 points.27 Outcome assessment was performed

by one trained medical staff member who was blinded to

the laboratory results during the outpatient review.

Blood Collection and Quantification
For all patients, fasting blood samples were drawn on the

first morning after admission, namely 48 hours from stroke

onset. The levels of laboratory indicators, including total

cholesterol (TC), total triglycerides (TG), low-density

lipoprotein (LDL), homo-cysteine (HCY), fasting blood

glucose (FBG), glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c),

blood urea nitrogen (BUN), and creatinine (Cr), were

determined according to standard methods in the clinical

laboratory of our hospital. The acute-stage plasma IL-37

levels were assessed within 48 hours of stroke onset.

A total of 5 mL of citrate anti-coagulated venous blood

was obtained from each patient. After centrifugation at

4000 g for 10 min, the plasma of the samples was imme-

diately stored at −80 °C before the assay. IL-37 levels

were measured in the central laboratory of our hospital

by investigators blinded to the clinical outcome and neu-

roimaging findings using a human IL-37 ELISA reagent

kit (ElabScience, Hongshan district, Wuhan, China), and

the results are expressed as picograms per millilitre

(pg/mL).

Statistical Analysis
The results are expressed as percentages for categorical

variables and as the means (standard deviation

(SD)) and medians (inter- quartile ranges (IQRs)) for

continuous variables, depending on whether the distribu-

tion of the data was normal or non-normal. Shapiro–

Wilk tests were used to determine the normality of data

distribution. Proportions were compared using the chi-

squared (χ2) test. A two-group comparison of non-

normally distributed data was performed using the

Mann–Whitney U-test, and a two-tailed Student’s

unpaired t-test was used for normally distributed contin-

uous variables. Spearman’s rank correlation was used

for bivariate correlations. The relationship of IL-37

with the end point was investigated with the use of

logistic regression models. We used crude models and

multivariable models adjusted for all outcome predictors

significant on univariate analysis, and the results are

reported as the odds ratios (ORs). All statistical analyses

and graphs were performed using R software (Version

3.5.3, http://www.R-project.org). Statistical significance

was defined as P<0.05.

Results
Baseline Characteristics of the Study

Population
From 223 screened patients, AIS was diagnosed in

161 patients (11 with transient ischemic attack (TIA),

16 with onset of symptoms >24 h, 7 with haemorrhagic

stroke, 12 who did not provide informed consent, 4 with

epileptic seizures, 7 with systemic infections, and 5 with

malignant tumours were not analysed) and 152 completed

the 3-month follow-up (6 were lost to follow-up and 3 with-

drew). During the same period, a total of 136 healthy subjects

from the Physical Examination Centre in our hospital were

collected, and after matching for age and sex, 45 participants

were included as healthy controls.

The descriptive characteristics of the AIS patients and

healthy controls are shown in Table 1. The sex and age

distributions of the AIS patients and healthy controls were

well matched. The prevalence rates of hypertension, dia-

betes, ischaemic stroke history, coronary heart disease, and

cigarette smoking were significantly higher in the AIS group

than in the control group. In addition, the levels of BMI,

FBG, HbA1c, LDL-c, SBP and DBP, were significantly

higher in the AIS group than in the control group (P<0.05,

respectively). At admission, the median NIHSS score was

5 (IQR, 3–8), the median lesion volume was 4.11 mL (IQR,

1.22–7.14), and the median IL-37 concentration was

182.26 pg/mL (IQR, 159.62–199.64). Of the AIS patients,

67, 72 and 13 exhibited LAA stroke, SAO stroke and other
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Table 1 Baseline Clinical Characteristics and Laboratory Data of the Study Population

Characteristics Healthy Controls (n=45) Total AIS Patients (n=152) P value

Sex, n (%) 0.954

Female 21 (46.67%) 68 (44.74%)

Male 24 (53.33%) 84 (54.26%)

Age, Years 68.00(57.00–72.00) 65.00(55.75–72.25) 0.826

BMI, kg/m2 23.70(22.20–25.70) 25.25(23.58–26.52) 0.007*

Vascular risk factors, n (%)

Hypertension 11 (24.44%) 96 (63.16%) <0.001*

Diabetes 6 (13.33%) 58 (38.16%) 0.003*

Hyperlipidemia 13 (28.89%) 55 (36.18%) 0.468

Ischemic stroke history 2 (4.44%) 39 (25.66%) 0.004*

Coronary heart disease 5 (11.11%) 42 (27.63%) 0.037

Atrial fibrillation 0 (0.00%) 11 (7.24%) 0.137

Cigarette smoking 8 (17.78%) 54 (35.53%) 0.039*

Alcohol drinking 11 (24.44%) 56 (36.84%) 0.173

Clinical findings

SBP, mmHg 130.00(121.00–138.00) 149.50(132.00–164.25) <0.001*

DBP, mmHg 75.80±9.63 84.79±13.36 <0.001*

Lesion volumes, mL (IQR) NA 4.11(1.22–7.14) –

NIHSS at admission (IQR) NA 5.00(3.00–8.00) –

Laboratory findings (IQR)

FBG, mmol/L 5.30(4.90–5.60) 5.90(5.10–7.62) 0.001*

HbA1c, ％ 5.20(4.90–5.60) 5.90(5.40–7.12) <0.001*

TG, mmol/L 1.00(0.85–1.42) 1.12(0.81–1.61) 0.519

TC, mmol/L 4.32±1.17 4.64±1.00 0.070

LDL, mmol/L 2.55(2.18–3.00) 2.96(2.45–3.56) 0.012*

HCY, umol/L 11.10(9.80–14.90) 12.52(10.07–16.35) 0.348

UA, umol/L 288.50±83.56 292.41±81.64 0.779

IL-37 at admission (pg/mL) 97.89(79.12–147.81) 182.26(159.62–199.64) <0.001*

Stroke cause (TOAST), n(%) –

Large-artery atherosclerosis(LAA) NA 67

Small-artery occlusive (SAO) NA 72

Cardio-embolism (CE) NA 10

Other cause NA 1

Unknown NA 2

Stroke syndrome, n (%) –

TACI NA 80

PACI NA 20

POCI NA 45

LACI NA 7

Medications, n (%)

Anti-platelet NA 149 –

Anticoagulation NA 10 –

Statins NA 149 –

IV thrombolysis NA 20 –

Mechanical thrombectomy NA 3 –

Note: *p < 0.05.

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; IQR, inter quartile range; FBG, fasting blood glucose; HbAc,

glycosylated hemoglobin; TC, total cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HCY, homo-cysteine; UA, uric acid; IL37, interleukin-37; TACI, total

anterior circulation infarct; PACI, partial anterior circulation infarct; POCI, posterior circulation infarct; LACI, lacunar infarct.
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stroke types, respectively, according to the TOAST criteria

and 80TACS, 20PACS, 45POCS, and 7LACS subtypes

according to the OCSP criteria. Twenty (13.16%) of the

152 AIS patients included in this study underwent thrombo-

lysis therapy, and 3 (1.97%) of the AIS patients underwent

mechanical thrombectomy. Overall, an unfavourable out-

come after 3 months was observed in 58 patients (38.16%).

Plasma IL-37 Levels in Stroke Patients
The median plasma IL-37 levels in the AIS patients and the

normal controls were 182.26 and 97.89 pg/mL, respectively

(Table 1), demonstrating that the plasma IL-37 levels of the

AIS patients were significantly higher than those of the

normal controls (p < 0.001, Figure 1). The plasma IL-37

levels in the patients with different stroke subtypes are listed

in Table 2. We compared the plasma IL-37 levels of the

patients with LAA stroke, SAO stroke and other stroke

types with those of the normal controls. The plasma IL-37

level of patients with each stroke subtype was higher than

that of the normal controls (p < 0.001, Figure 2). In addition,

we found that the level of IL-37 was significantly higher in

patients with LAA stroke than in those with SAO stroke

(202.12±35.82 versus 175.67±33.72 pg/mL, p<0.001,

Figure 2).

Correlations of Plasma IL-37 Levels with

Infarct Volumes and NIHSS Scores
The median infarct volume of the AIS patients was

4.11 mL (Table 1). Plasma IL-37 levels were positively

associated with infarct volume (r = 0.442, p < 0.0001,

Figure 3); plasma IL-37 levels were higher in AIS patients

with larger infarct volumes. We also investigated the cor-

relation between plasma IL-37 level and NIHSS score; the

plasma IL-37 level increased with increasing stroke sever-

ity, as defined by the NIHSS score (r = 0.521, p < 0.0001,

Figure 4).

Plasma IL-37 Levels and Different

Long-Term Outcome Predictions
At 3 months, 94 patients exhibited favourable outcomes,

while 58 patients exhibited unfavourable outcomes. The

plasma IL-37 levels in patients with unfavourable out-

comes were significantly higher than those in patients

with favourable outcomes (204.50 versus 178.03 pg/mL,

p < 0.0001, Figure 5). The logistic regression indicated

that increased IL-37 levels were strongly associated with

unfavourable outcomes, with an unadjusted OR of 1.044

Figure 1 Plasma IL-37 levels of patients with AIS and normal control subjects.

Horizontal lines represent median levels. P values indicate differences between

groups determined by the Mann–Whitney U-test.

Table 2 Plasma IL37 Levels in Different Stroke Subtypes

Subgroup N IL-37 (24h) (pg/mL) P value (Compared

With Control Group)

LAA 67 202.119±35.818 <0.001*

SAO 72 175.665±33.713 <0.001*

Others 13 188.374±24.333 <0.001*

Control 45 111.237±36.212 –

Note: *p < 0.05.

Abbreviations: IL-37, interleukin-37; LAA, large-artery atherosclerosis; SAO,

small-artery occlusion.

Figure 2 Plasma IL-37 levels in different stroke subtypes and normal control

subjects. Horizontal lines in box plots represent median levels. Box areas represent

the interquartile range, and whiskers indicate the minimum to maximum values.

P values indicate differences between groups determined by Mann–Whitney U-test.
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(p < 0.001, 95% CI: 1.029–1.063, Table 3). After adjust-

ing for other outcome predictors significant in the

univariate logistic analysis, including SBP, atrial fibrilla-

tion, TC, LDL-c, NIHSS score and infarct volume, the

plasma level of IL-37 was found to be an independent

predictor of the 3-month outcome, with an adjusted OR

of 1.033 (p = 0.001, 95% CI: 1.015–1.056, Table 3) by

multivariable logistic analysis.

Discussion
In the present study, our results showed that the plasma IL-37

levels were markedly higher in AIS patients than in healthy

controls (182.26 pg/mL versus 97.89 pg/mL, p<0.001).

A correlation analysis showed that the levels of IL-37 were

positively correlated with lesion volume and neurological

deficit (as assessed by the NIHSS). Furthermore, our main

finding was firstly showed a positive correlation between the

plasma IL-37 level and an unfavourable 3-month prognosis

in patients with AIS.

These results were consistent with Kun Liu’s research

results, which showed that the level of IL-37 was elevated

in patients with acute coronary syndrome and was asso-

ciated with a worse clinical outcome after ST-segment

elevation acute myocardial infarction.21 Xi-ling Shou

found that plasma IL-37 levels were elevated in patients

with chronic heart failure and predicted major adverse

cardiac events.28

IL-37, a novel homologue of the IL-1 cytokine family

mainly synthesized by activated macrophages and dendri-

tic cells, is a natural suppressor of innate and adaptive

inflammatory and immune responses11,12 and an active

participant in cardio-cerebral vascular disease.21,28 Many

studies have indicated that the production of IL-37 occurs

at low levels in a normal physiological state and can be

effectively induced in an inflammatory environment. IL-37

is not constitutively expressed by blood monocytes in

healthy subjects but is rather induced by IL-1β, Toll-like

Figure 3 Correlation between plasma IL-37 level and lesion volumes. P values were

determined using Spearman correlation analysis.

Figure 4 Correlation between plasma IL-37 level and NIHSS score. P values were

determined using Spearman correlation analysis.

Figure 5 Plasma IL-37 levels of patients with favorable and unfavorable outcomes.

Horizontal lines represent median levels. P values indicate differences between

groups determined by the Mann–Whitney U-test.
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receptors (TLR) agonists or transforming growth factor β
(TGF-β).11 However, we remain uncertain about by what,

when and how rapidly IL-37 is released into the circula-

tion. Compared with the baseline IL-37 levels in the nor-

mal controls and based on previous observational

studies,21,28,29 we speculate that significantly increased

IL-37 levels are secondary to post-ischaemic inflammation

and are induced by pro-inflammatory factors in the early

phase of AIS as a feedback loop to maintain the dynamic

balance between the pro- and anti-inflammatory responses

and to suppress an acute and over-reactive inflammatory

process.21,30

Inflammation is involved in atherosclerotic plaque for-

mation, plaque destabilization and rupture31 and the occur-

rence of AIS.6 Ischemic stroke results in an abrupt

deprivation of nutrient supplies that quickly leads to irre-

versible damage in the core of the affected area.

Subsequently, excitotoxicity, oxidative stress, and mito-

chondrial disturbances spread cellular damage into the

partly preserved penumbra. Ischemia-reperfusion injury

also induces a robust inflammatory response.32 Within

hours, stroke induces systemic immune changes that last

for weeks and can affect clinical outcomes.33,34 All of these

processes stimulate inflammatory responses and the pro-

duction and activation of a large number of inflammatory

mediators, such as cytokines (IL-1β, TNF, and IL-6), che-

mokines, nitric oxide, and reactive oxygen species (ROS).

These inflammatory mediators then exacerbate cell death

and eventually lead to dysfunction of the blood–brain

barrier.35 Following this process, infiltrating leucocytes,

neurons, astrocytes, and microglia participate in ischaemic

brain injury through the release of pro-inflammatory

mediators36–38 from several hours to days after AIS occurs.

Peripheral blood monocytes migrate into the ischaemic

brain tissues where they mature into different types of

microglia and macrophage-like cells or dendritic cells.39

IL-37 may be produced by these cells, especially M2

macrophages, which exhibit anti-inflammatory properties

Table 3 Logistic Regression Analysis for Three Months Outcome

Variables Univariate Analysis Multivariable Analysis

OR (95% CI)* P value OR (95% CI)* P value

Age (increase per unit) 1.015(0.984–1.048) 0.347

SEX 0.802(0.412–1.55) 0.513

BMI (increase per unit) 1.116(0.984–1.274) 0.095

NIHSS score (increase per unit) 1.760(1.481–2.163) <0.001* 1.727(1.382–2.265) <0.001*

Lesion volumes (increase per unit) 1.056(1.024–1.096) 0.001* 0.964(0.899–1.026) 0.284

SBP 1.017(1.002–1.032) 0.027* 1.030(1.007–1.056) 0.015*

DBP 1.023(0.998–1.05) 0.073

Hypertension 1.944(0.971–4.013) 0.065

Diabetes mellitus 1.77(0.905–3.48) 0.096

Hyperlipidemia 1.273(0.644–2.507) 0.485

Coronary heart disease 1.504(0.727–3.1) 0.268

Atrial fibrillation 8.449(2.078–56.865) 0.008* 2.923(0.488–24.593) 0.263

Family history for stroke 1.803(0.86–3.787) 0.118

Cigarette smoking 1.698(0.86–3.361) 0.127

Alcohol drinking 1.215(0.615–2.386) 0.572

TOAST Types 0.787(0.461–1.323) 0.371

Stroke syndrome, n (%) 0.725(0.509–1.016) 0.067

FBG (increase per unit) 1.038(0.927–1.161) 0.512

HbA1c (increase per unit) 0.961(0.784–1.165) 0.690

TG(increase per unit 1.192(0.794–1.799) 0.391

TC (increase per unit) 1.421(1.016–2.017) 0.043* 1.09(0.469–2.604) 0.843

LDL-c (increase per unit) 1.891(1.244–2.961) 0.004* 1.004(0.365–2.633) 0.994

tHCY (increase per unit) 1.009(0.981–1.037) 0.532

UA (increase per unit) 0.998(0.994–1.002) 0.374

IL-37 at admission (increase per unit) 1.044(1.029–1.063) <0.001* 1.033(1.015–1.056) 0.001*

Note: *p < 0.05.

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; IQR, inter quartile range; FBG, fasting blood glucose; HbAc, glycosylated

hemoglobin; TC, total cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HCY, homo-cysteine; UA, uric acid; IL37, interleukin-37.
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together with other anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as

IL-10 and TGF-β.7 Because few studies have demonstrated

the secretion of IL-37 and the inducing factor for IL-37, our

current work may be useful.

The concentration of IL-37 in each stroke subgroup was

compared with that in the control group. Despite differences

in the aetiology and pathophysiology of each subtype, the

plasma IL-37 level was increased in all stroke subtypes.

These findings suggest that the increase of IL-37 is probably

caused by cerebral ischemia itself to a certain extent, as

supported by the increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines

caused by focal ischaemic lesions and the positive correla-

tion observed between the lesion volume and the plasma

IL-37 level. We further compared IL-37 levels between

patients with LAA and SAO subtypes and found that

IL-37 levels in patients with the LAA subtype were signifi-

cantly higher than those in patients with the SAO subtype.

Inflammation plays an important role in atheromatous pla-

que vulnerability and disruption.40 In addition, histopatho-

logical detection indicated that IL-37 is highly expressed in

human atherosclerotic plaques.41 We hypothesized that

when the atherosclerotic plaque ruptured in patients with

the LAA subtype, the IL-37 level was probably increased

due to both a systemic inflammatory response and the

release from the plaque into the circulation.

We report that elevated plasma IL-37 levels are asso-

ciated with unfavourable outcomes at 3 months after AIS,

which is consistent with the observation that increased

IL-37 levels correlate with a poor prognosis of ischaemic

myocardial infarction and heart failure.21,28 Our present

study revealed that NIHSS scores, lesion volumes, atrial

fibrillation, SBP, TC, and LDL-c were all associated with

the 3-month functional outcome. These results are in

accordance with those of previous studies that have

demonstrated that lifestyle factors and lipid metabolism

are risk factors for stroke.42 Furthermore, we demonstrated

that IL-37 remained a relevant factor for the 3-month

functional outcome when these factors were all included

in the multivariable logistic analysis. Our data suggest that

the plasma IL-37 level might be a novel potential factor of

poor prognosis in AIS patients and could help to screen for

high-risk patients who need aggressive monitoring and

treatment. These results may seem to contradict the biolo-

gical functions of IL-37, such as anti-inflammation,

immune regulation and a reduction in atherosclerosis.

Nevertheless, these results were very similar to those pre-

viously reported for natriuretic peptide43 and hepatic

growth factor (HGF),44 which are both known to be

protective in AIS patients, even though elevated levels

are strong predictors of poor outcomes. The underlying

mechanisms linking the increased IL-37 level at admission

and an unfavourable functional outcome have not been

clearly demonstrated. However, several possible aspects

should be considered. First, we found that the level of

IL-37 was positively correlated with infarct volume and

NIHSS score at the baseline. Second, many studies have

suggested that inflammation exacerbates secondary brain

injury in the acute stage36–38,42,45 Because the increased

IL-37 level was hypothesized to be a compensation

response to suppress the inflammatory response and main-

tain a dynamic balance between the pro-inflammatory and

anti-inflammatory responses, it may actually act as an

index of the anti-inflammatory response in AIS. This

may indicate the degree of inflammatory response, which

exacerbates secondary brain injury and thereby indicates

the severity of the clinical prognosis. However, the exact

mechanism underlying the function of IL-37 in the patho-

genesis of AIS should be investigated in future studies.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to

determine IL-37 expression and its prognostic value for

3-month outcomes in Chinese AIS patients. The results

showed a significantly higher plasma IL-37 concentration

in AIS patients than in the healthy control group.

Furthermore, IL-37 is found to be positively correlated with

an unfavourable 3-month prognosis in patients with AIS.

However, several limitations should be taken into

account in the present study. First, plasma IL-37 concen-

trations were only tested once at admission. We cannot

provide information regarding when the circulating

IL-37 level was increased or how long the increase in

IL-37 level persisted in the progression of AIS.

A previous study showed that when stimulated by Toll-

like receptor (TLR) agonists, IL-37 expression in periph-

eral blood mononuclear cell (PBMCs) reached peak

levels at 6–8 h and returned to baseline levels at

72 h.15 Relevant data in this population are not yet

available. It could be interesting to evaluate changes in

the plasma IL-37 levels in stroke patients at different

time points in the acute phase. The rate of IL-37 level

change may be a further indicator of outcome. Second,

we detected the IL-37 levels in the peripheral plasma

rather than cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), from which we

would be able to infer local tissue or central nervous

system (CNS) levels. Whether the plasma IL-37 levels

reflect similar changes in the CNS remains unclear.

However, it is not realistic to obtain cerebral spinal
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fluid under the emergency condition of acute stroke.

Third, to fully evaluate the role of IL-37 in AIS, future

studies are needed to examine the levels of relevant

inflammatory factors, such as IL-6, IL-10, TNF-α,
nuclear factor kappa-B (NF-kB) and their relationships

with IL-37. Fourth, the number of subjects was small.

When performing the prognostic analysis, the sample

population of 152 subjects was too small, and the

3-month follow-up was too short. Although statistical

significance was found, we did not find a notably high

OR (OR = 1.033, 95% CI = 1.015–1.056, p = 0.001) for

IL-37 concentration in the logistic analysis. If there were

to be a larger number of subjects, the result might be

more persuasive. Therefore, large samples of patients

from multiple centres might be helpful in future studies.

Conclusions
In summary, our present study demonstrated for the first time

a significantly higher plasma IL-37 concentration in Chinese

AIS patients than in the healthy control group. Elevated IL-

37 levels are probably independently associated with a poor

3-month prognosis in Chinese patients with AIS. Further

prospective studies in patients from multiple large centres

are needed to test and validate the diagnostic value of IL-37

in predicting the outcome of AIS.
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